NITRO-GLYC. KIESELGUHR DYNAMITE
or nitrated paper. The main reason why Nobel did not take this
course earlier seems to have consisted principally in the apparent
advantages offered by unmixed nitro-glycerine, owing to its simpler
manufacture, its greater explosive power, and the fact that it could
be caused to explode comparatively easily.
After his return to Hamburg at the end of August, 1866, Nobel
proceeded to experiment with solid absorbents. His assistant in
these experiments was a German retired sapper officer, Carl Dittmar,
who had been made manager at Krurnmel some months before, to
superintend the reconstruction of the factory and the reorganisation
of production.
(The former factory manager, Briese, had been sent to America
to superintend the construction of factories and production in that
country.)
Dittmar, who was dismissed in the autumn of 1867 as being
unfitted for the position, tried afterwards to maintain that the
idea of dynamite had really originated with him, an assertion
which was refuted by Alfred's earlier patents, which have been
mentioned, as well as by the correspondence and the statements of
witnesses familiar with the facts of the period. He caused Nobel
a lot of trouble over a period of years, by infringing his patents
and by litigation in the United States.
According to a story of the type common in the history of
invention, the discovery of dynamite was due to an accident. As
has already been mentioned, kieselguhr (a kind of clay) was used
as packing for the cans in which nitro-glycerine was transported,
by reason of its lightness, its constant quality, and its great powers
of absorption. According to this tale, some nitro-glycerine having
trickled out of a faulty can, it formed a paste with the kieselguhr,
with the result that dynamite was spontaneously formed. The
inaccuracy of this account is proved by Nobel's own verbal and
written statements, which are supported by his corresponded and
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